The marginally rigid state is a candidate paradigm for what makes granular material a state of matter distinct from both liquid and solid. The coordination number is identified as a discriminating characteristic, and for rough-surfaced particles we show that the low values predicted are indeed approached in simple two-dimensional experiments. We show calculations of the stress transmission, suggesting that this is governed by local linear equations of constraint between the stress components. These constraints can in turn be related to the generalized forces conjugate to the motion of grains rolling over each other. The lack of a spatially coherent way of imposing a sign convention on these motions is a problem for scaling up the equations, which leads us to attempt a renormalization-group calculation. Finally, we discuss how perturbations propagate through such systems, suggesting a distinction between the behaviour of rough and smooth grains.
Introduction
The transmission of stress through granular materials is an important practical issue, governing, for example, the safe design of foundations, embankments and silos. Some of its aspects can be quite counter-intuitive, such as the liability of grain silos to collapse at the moment when grain is allowed to flow out from the base (just the opposite of expectation for a liquid), and measurements (Smid & Novosad 1981) showing that conical piles of granular material may distribute their gravitational load over the supporting base with a local minimum under the apex of the pile (just the opposite of expectation for a solid). Both these puzzles can be interpreted qualitatively (Edwards & Oakshott 1989) and the latter quantitatively (Wittmer et al . 1996) in terms of internal arching within a static pile transferring load toward the sides.
Marginally rigid state
We propose here that, as granular material first organizes itself to come to rest, it should naturally attain a quite characteristic state which we term marginally rigid (Ball 1999; Ball & Blumenfeld 2002) . In doing so we will start by assuming the grains are ideally rigid objects (Edwards & Grinev 1999) , and that any given contact between grains is either perfectly smooth (permitting sliding and exchanging no tangential force) or perfectly rough with an infinite coefficient of static Coulomb friction. All of these assumptions we will revisit in due course. We will assume throughout that thermal fluctuations may be ignored.
The key idea is a simple counting argument. The system should consolidate until the number of degrees of freedom of the free grains is matched by the number of constraints due to contacts between them. Now for every degree of freedom of the free grains there is precisely one corresponding balance condition of force (or torque) in order for the system to be in mechanical equilibrium, and for every constraint there is one intergranular-force component to be determined. Thus consolidation should bring the system to the point where the conditions of force (and torque) balance are precisely sufficient to determine all the intergranular forces. This means the transmission of stress through the system is fully determined by the geometry of the contact network alone, without considering the internal behaviour of our grains: a surprising result, which we suggest is the defining characteristic of the marginally rigid state.
The scope of this proposal becomes more clear when one considers the consequences in terms of mean coordination number for the resulting piles. In two dimensions, we have three degrees of freedom per grain and, if the grains are rough, then for each contact we have two constraints and, as each contact contributes to the coordination of two grains, the critical coordination number at which a stable assembly is first achieved is z c = 3. This is a notably low value, which prompts experimental scrutiny below. In contrast, when the grains are treated as ideally smooth (but not circular) there is only one constraint per contact, leading to z c = 6, which is topologically the maximum possible in two dimensions, enabling us to assert that smooth-grain assemblies can at most be marginally rigid. The results for three dimensions are analogous: rough grains give a low value, z c = 6, whereas smooth aspherical grains give z c = 12, which is difficult (but not topologically impossible) to exceed. In both cases smooth particles of spherical symmetry are anomalous, as no torques can arise, leading to z c = 4 and z c = 6 in two and three dimensions, respectively.
It is noteworthy that all of the smooth-grain values for z c above match the corresponding values of coordination number achievable by sequential packing, if for aspherical grains one admits search of position and orientation to optimize coordination number.
Experimental test
We identified coordination number three for rough grains in two dimensions as a 'smoking gun' test of the marginally rigid state, as we are not aware of any other perspective from which this result seems likely. We performed a somewhat idealized experiment in which grains initially stationary on a horizontal supporting surface were swept into a pile by a collector pushed slowly across the surface, as shown in figure 1 . The stationary grains are in an analogue of (force-)free fall, while those swept into the advancing pile feel the analogue of a gravitational force due to sliding friction against the supporting surface. We worked slowly enough that inertia and momentum played negligible role, and simple calibration experiments indicate that the coefficient of static friction between our grains (which were cut from fibrous card) was at least as high as 50. Density proved an interesting variable, as shown in figure 2a . As we raised the density ρ i of the initial array of stationary (and non-contacting) grains, the density ρ f of the resulting piles decreased. Watching the experiment, the interpretation is that the higher the initial density, the more cooperative is the evolution of the jammed state. The immediate pay-off from the density measurements was the identification of a natural endpoint of our sequence of experiments, where the initial and final densities extrapolate to equality at about ρ c = 0.47 (area fraction), for our particular shape of grains. Figure 2b shows the corresponding measurements of coordination number, which we measured to be as low as 3.2 and which extrapolate to 3.1 ± 0.1 at the end-point density ρ c . Thus the marginally rigid state appears to be achieved in the limit where initial and final density are matched and the pile formation is at its most cooperative. The rise of coordination number at low initial densities is expected, as the limit of ρ i → 0 corresponds to the strictly sequential arrival of grains.
Stress transmission calculations
Balance of force and torque in continuum mechanics imposes only that ∇ · σ = 0 and that the stress tensor σ be symmetric, so what else is it that balance of force and torque tells us about transmission of stress in the marginally rigid state? Simple counting shows that we require one further antisymmetric tensor worth of equations to fully determine the stress tensor variation, and as the balance equations are linear in force and torque at the granular level we should expect the 'missing equations' to come out linear in the stress tensor. A variety of granular calculations (Ball 1999; Ball & Blumenfeld 2002; Ball & Grinev 2001; Edwards & Grinev 1999) lead to the simplest possible form, namely, local linear relations of the form
(4.1) Figure 3a shows the simplest periodic lattice of rough grains satisfying marginal rigidity, and for this (and its three-dimensional analogue which has the connectivity of a diamond lattice) the new equations come from requiring that we balance torque on each grain in the unit cell rather than just on the unit cell as a whole. The fourth rank tensor p ijkl is antisymmetric with respect to interchange of its left two indices and symmetric with respect to interchange of its right indices and depends on the local contact geometry. In the example of figure 3 one can find quite explicit results, with
where the vectors r and R are indicated in figure 3b. One has a choice of which grain in the unit cell to use, and they give equal results for p ijkl but of opposite sign. We have made some progress generalizing the result for p ijkl off-lattice in two dimensions (Ball & Blumenfeld 2002) , but the dilemma of sign becomes more serious. There is strong anti-correlation between the values for neighbouring grains, and one can show that the local spatial average of the p ijkl goes to zero as the size of the region averaged over increases. For the periodic lattice one can consistently adopt a choice of 'even' grains, but this becomes frustrated when odd-numbered coordination rings are allowed. This problem does not appear to arise for smooth-grain arrays, and its full implication is not resolved.
Various authors have previously discussed constraints on the stress tensor equivalent to the form p ijkl σ kl = 0. Wittmer et al . (1997) termed this general case OSL (ordinary simple linear), and the term 'null stress' has also been applied. An important sub-class is that of fixed principal axes (FPAs) (Wittmer et al . 1996 (Wittmer et al . , 1997 , which corresponds to p ijkk = 0, that is the coupling coefficients being strictly traceless with respect to their right indices: Wittmer et al . (1996) showed that the anomalous granular load distribution under a conical pile could be fitted well by such a phenomenology. An elegant discussion of linear constraints under less-local assumptions has been given by Tkachenko & Witten (2000) .
Yield and dissipation
If one admits a finite coefficient of static friction between rough grains, then for periodic arrays it is easy to identify prospective slip planes and the stress threshold at which these are mobilized. This is conventionally encoded in terms of a yield function such that for Y (σ) < 0 the system is unyielding and (almost) everywhere on the locus Y (σ) = 0 slip becomes just possible with a unique orientation specified by the (symmetrized) shear rate tensor being proportional to g (σ) .
On the yield surface we can have a creeping yield, which we will take the liberty of describing as plastic flow. Adapting the standard plastic-flow equations, we have the flow field u(x) governed by
where A(x, t) is a plastic flow amplitude ultimately determined by imposing the yield locus condition Y (σ) = 0. The last term on the right-hand side is new and constitutes a coupling of local grain rolling angular velocity ω kl (x, t) to the macroscopic (and symmetrized) deformation rate; the particular choice of coupling coefficients will be justified further below. The remaining conditions that close the system of equations are force balance ∂ i σ ij = 0 and our stress-constraint relations p ijkl σ kl = 0. Coupling the local grain rolling into the macroscopic deformation is a radical step, but introducing some such extra term is necessary if we are to be able to impose the stress-constraint relations p ijkl σ kl = 0 on the yield surface. Not to do so would lead to potentially ill-posed equations, as we could have a system having yielded then drop below the yield surface with stress distribution incompatible with the static equations. Galilean invariance requires that uniform rolling cannot couple to the macroscopic deformation, but this is already ensured by the spatial average of p ijkl being zero.
The coupling of grain rolling to macroscopic deformation is illustrated in figure 4 . Explicit calculation of the mean deformation rate in the triangle of neighbour centres gives
where p ijkl is as given in equation (4.1). Consideration of dissipation in creeping flow also leads to the conclusion that the same coefficients p ijkl (x, t) are common to the stress-constraint equations and to the coupling of grain rolling in creeping flow. From the deformation rate of equation (5.2), the rate of energy dissipation∆ is given by
from which it is apparent that p ijkl (x, t)σ kl can be interpreted as the force canonically conjugate to grain rolling. If one then insists that this motion should not be directly dissipative, our stress constraint p ijkl (x, t)σ kl = 0 has to follow. Similar conclusions are arrived at by Tkachenko & Witten (2000) . Figure 5 . In our renormalization scheme for the stress-constraint coefficients, two equal-sized blocks (each with uniform p ijkl and σ) are joined with matching of boundary forces, and we seek the corresponding constraint obeyed by the spatial average stress.
Renormalization of stress constraints
The property of zero spatial average in the coefficients p ijkl (x, t) obstructs us from obtaining more macroscopic equations by simple pre-averaging. To explore the consequences of this we have, in collaboration with Farr (1998) , investigated a simple 2 × 1 block-renormalization scheme, as illustrated in figure 5 . In two dimensions, antisymmetry renders the left two indices of p ijkl redundant and the renormalization simply yields p kl = B(p
tt p kl ), where t denotes the direction parallel to the joining surface and B is a free parameter. This extends to higher dimensions but the inversion indicated is less trivial.
When this renormalization is iterated we find three classes of fixed point as follows.
Constant fixed points: p ijkl = any constant tensor. The significance of these is unclear, as we start with zero average p ijkl at grain level, but we should not dismiss them as the RG transformation is not linear.
Pressureless fixed points.
Here (one of) the p ...kl... constrains the stress to be traceless, which is clearly a transitive property under the stress averaging. These fixed points are linearly stable to fluctuations in d = 2, by both analytic calculations and numerical investigation by Farr (1998) . Unfortunately, pressureless stress is incompatible with cohesionless granular matter, as at least one principal stress must be positive.
Fixed-principal-axes fixed points. These correspond to all the coefficients being traceless with respect to their right-hand indices, i.e. p ijkk = 0 for all i, j, which is clearly transitive under our renormalization of the p ijkl . We find such fixed points can be neutrally stable with respect to the perturbation of small isotropic parts in p ijkl , by analytic calculations in d = 2 and with numerical indications (Farr 1998) 
The stability of the unphysical pressureless fixed points and the only marginal stability of the FPA fixed points are discouraging. However, it should be noted that we have not necessarily exhausted the fixed points, and of course the renormalization itself is a crude model.
Adjustment to the stress constraints
Missing in all the above discussions is how a sample will accommodate a change in external loading: to what extent this will entail deformation and adjustment of the smooth grains rough grains Figure 6 . Minimal arrays of respectively rough and smooth grains conforming to the conditions of marginal rigidity, and the manner in which they accommodate a uniaxial compression is shown. The smooth grains do so in a manner which simply extends to larger arrays. In contrast, the rough grains exhibit excess rearrangement near the walls, because the amount of grain rolling required to accommodate compression of the central spine overshoots the amount of roll to commensurately compress the top and bottom of the array.
p ijkl , as opposed to simply propagating the new forces (adjusting σ) through the pre-existing geometry. Evidently, a mixture of both is generally involved, but in this paper we would like to suggest a qualitative distinction might arise between rough and smooth grains. Figure 6 illustrates the response of minimal marginally rigid arrays in compression. For smooth grains it is clear that deformation can penetrate uniformly into the bulk of a periodic array, while for rough grains the response is inhomogeneous and biased towards the walls. In simple shear (which a periodic array of rough grains facilitates by rolling) it can be shown that the relative shear displacement across the wall layer is of the same order as the total imposed displacement.
These observations prompt us to conjecture that for smooth-grain assemblies external perturbations can lead to deformations which penetrate the bulk, whereas for rough grain assemblies they lead to preferential rearrangement at the surface, which may lead to new contacts and effectively block deformation penetrating the bulk. The two cases might be distinguished as marginally fluid and marginally rigid, respectively. Yield would then amount to a forced transition from the second case to the first, through local sliding. We should emphasize that this paragraph remains purely conjectural. Physics and DEAS, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA) . Have you considered the case of foams or emulsions? Then each bubble or drop would take the place of a grain, there would be no friction, the forces would be strictly central, but the particles would be deformed. Nevertheless, each particle would have a balance of forces whose vector sum would have to be zero. Such a system must be held together by an external pressure. There are some fundamental features of the elasticity of such packings which are, as yet, not understood within any theory.
R. C. Ball. We have noted the close analogy between slippery particles and foams. R. Blumenfeld is actively pursuing this.
R. Blumenfeld. The theory of static stress transmission in granular assemblies can be transported in its entirety to planar trivalent cellular foams. The stress transmission equations are then exactly the same. Moreover, such cellular solids are naturally in the state of marginal rigidity, while granular assemblies can only approach it, and therefore the theory fits foams even better. The question is whether one can adapt the ideas regarding yield to a foam. I believe that if this can be done it will have to involve another, new term in the yield equation. This term must relate to the deformation of cells and therefore might involve simple elasticity. This is yet to be explored. Pure and Applied Physics, Queens University, Belfast, UK ) . Have you studied the phonon properties of your grain system? With your stress tensor, you can find the equation of motion straight forwardly. After that you can find the dispersion relation, the specific heat and, provided you know the entropy of your system, you can find the free energy. Possibly you will find that your system is in a metastable state, like the diamond state of carbon. R. C. Ball. You are certainly correct that these calculations could be made, although their physical importance seems doubtful. The thermal characteristics of these systems are surely dominated by those intrinsic to their component particles (except at ultra-low temperature).
X. H. Zheng (Department of
I should point out that the thermal entropy (of vibration) which would be obtained is unrelated to the configurational entropy (of possible packings) discussed by Edwards (2003) . U. Tüzün (Chemical and Process Engineering, University of Surrey, Guildford, UK ). Firstly, what are the effects of particle size distribution on coordination number? Also, what are the differences between the cases of counter-rotation versus co-rotation? For references on heap formation, see Baxter (1998) , Baxter et al . (1997 Baxter et al . ( , 1998 and Lanston et al . (1997) ; for observations of rolling near a heap-free surface, see Smith & Tüzün (2002) . Are you familiar with Spencer's double shearing and double-rotating model (continuum stress-strain coupling)? R. C. Ball. Answering your first question, the key idea of the marginal rigidity state is that the system will be driven, for sustainable static equilibrium, to the marginal coordination number z c . Thus any change in something like polydispersity will be balanced by other changes in other conditions to achieve z c as before.
Secondly, all of the 'rolling' discussed in my paper is in your terminology 'counterrotation' (see figure 7) . Thank you for providing interesting additional references.
T. C. B. McLeish (Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Leeds, UK
). Can you say something about the entrance of history dependence into your formulation? Related to that, can you define a degree of anisotropy in formation of the medium. Does the coordination number also depend on degree of anisotropy? R. C. Ball. We would love to close the system of equations rheologically by specifying the deformation dependence of the parameters p ijkl , but this task remains outstanding. Clearly, p ijkl reflects anisotropy, but subtly, as its spatial average is always zero.
While coordination number will respond to anisotropy under conditions of, say, fixed density, it is of course set at z c under conditions of marginal rigidity.
